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Abstract
As unmanned vehicles become more autonomous, it is important to maintain a
high level of transparency regarding their
behaviour and how they operate. This is
particularly important in remote locations
where they cannot be directly observed.
Here, we describe a method for generating explanations in natural language of autonomous system behaviour and reasoning. Our method involves deriving an
interpretable model of autonomy through
having an expert ‘speak aloud’ and providing various levels of detail based on
this model. Through an online evaluation
study with operators, we show it is best to
generate explanations with multiple possible reasons but tersely worded. This work
has implications for designing interfaces
for autonomy as well as for explainable AI
and operator training.

1

Introduction

Robots and autonomous systems are increasingly
being operated remotely in hazardous environments such as in the nuclear or energy sector domains (Hastie et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Kwon
and Yi, 2012; Nagatani et al., 2013; Shukla and
Karki, 2016; Wong et al., 2017). Typically, these
remote robots instil less trust than those co-located
(Bainbridge et al., 2008; Hastie et al., 2017b;
Li, 2015). Thus, the interface between the operator and autonomous systems is key to maintaining situation awareness and understanding between the system and the human operator (Robb
et al., 2018). It is this aspect of understanding
that we examine here with respect to aligning the
operator’s mental model (Johnson-Laird, 1980), in
terms of both what the system can do and why it
is doing certain behaviours. We propose that this

type of explainability will increase trust and therefore adoption of remote autonomous systems.
According to Kulesza et al. (2013), varying
the natural language generation of explanations in
terms of verbosity (i.e. how many reasons to give
or completeness) and the level of detail (soundness) changes the effectiveness of the explanations
in terms of improving the user’s mental model.
It also affects whether the user thinks that it was
“worth it” to read the explanation. It is these aspects of explanation generation that we explore
here.
We focus on the natural language generation
of explanations as a part of an interactive multimodal system called MIRIAM for situation awareness for autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs).
This interface was developed in conjunction with
industry partner SeeByte Ltd (see Figure 1) and
runs alongside their commercial UI called SeeTrack with a chat interface, which gives status and
mission updates. This multimodal interface has
been shown to increase situation awareness (Robb
et al., 2018; Hastie et al., 2017a) both by using
chat and graphical interface over just graphical interface alone.
We describe a method of explanation generation
that is agnostic to the type of autonomy or vehicle. Our contribution is through the ‘speak-aloud’
method for deriving a model of autonomy for explanations and through the analysis of the forms
that these explanations would take to maximally
improve the user’s mental model. The findings reported here can be used as heuristics for explaining behaviour of remote autonomous systems but
also face-to-face robotics (Perera et al., 2016) and
other explainable AI tasks such as explaining recommendations (Kulesza et al., 2013). Finally, they
could be used to improve operator training.

Figure 1: The multimodal interface with SeeTrack interface showing the predicted path of the vehicle on
the left and the chat interface on the right where explanations appear.
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Background

Explainability is an important facet of a transparent system (Wortham et al., 2017) as it can provide the user with a high fidelity mental model,
along with increased confidence and performance
(Bras et al., 2018; Lim et al., 2009). Mental models, in cognitive theory, provide one view on how
humans reason either functionally (understanding
what the robot does) or structurally (understanding how it works) (Johnson-Laird, 1980). Mental
models are important as they strongly impact how
and whether robots and systems are used. In previous work, explainability has been investigated
for a variety of systems and users including: 1)
explanation of deep learning models for developers, as in (Ribeiro et al., 2016) who showed that
such explanations can increase trust; 2) explanations of planning systems (Tintarev and Kutlak,
2014; Chakraborti et al., 2017); and 3) verbalising robot (Rosenthal et al., 2016) or agent (Harrison et al., 2017) rationalisation. Here, we will be
looking at verbalising rationalisation of behaviour
of the autonomous system, in a similar way to 3).
However, these explanations will not be in terms
of a constant stream as in (Harrison et al., 2017),
rather as part of a mixed-initiative conversational
agent where explanations are available on request.
Gregor and Benbasat (1999) describe four types
of explanation including “Why” and “Why not”, to
explain the functionality and the structure of a sys-

tem, respectively and Justification which includes
general knowledge and Terminological. Lim et al.
(2009) went on to investigate the first two of these
and showed that explaining why a system behaved
a certain way increased both understanding and
trust, whilst “Why not” showed only an increase
in understanding. Here, we will also be investigating these two types of explanations.
We compare our work to that of (Kulesza et al.,
2013), who showed that high completeness and
high soundness maximised understanding. However, their domain was different to ours (song recommendations) and their users required no specific training or domain knowledge to perform
their task. In addition, given the cost of autonomous systems and effort to run missions, the
stakes are considerably higher in our case. Adapting explanations to the various users and their existing mental models is touched upon here. Natural language generation has benefited from such
personalisation to the user and this applies to explanation generation also. Previous studies in
NLG have included adapting to style (Dethlefs
et al., 2014), preferences (Walker et al., 2004),
knowledge (Janarthanam and Lemon, 2014) and
the context (Dethlefs, 2014) of the user. Whilst
there has been much work on personalisation of
explanations for recommender systems (Tintarev
and Masthoff, 2012), there has been little done
specifically for explainable AI/Autonomy.

Figure 2: Part of the autonomy model, showing reasons for a vehicle spiralling up. Above/below the
dashed line shows what part of the model is used for low/high soundness.
Finally, Gregor and Benbasat (1999) show,
users will only take the time to process the explanation if the benefits are perceived to be worth it
and do not adversely add to cognitive load (Mercado et al., 2016). Indeed, there needs to be a
balance between the amount of information given
and the cognitive effort needed to process it. Our
evaluation investigates this aspect of explanation
generation for our users, who will likely be cognitively loaded given the nature of the task.

dle anaphoric references over multiple utterances
e.g. “Where is Vehicle0?” ... “What is its estimated time to completion?”. It also handles ellipsis e.g.“What is the battery level of vehicle0?”
...“What about vehicle1?”. In this paper, we focus on explanations of behaviours and describe a
method that is agnostic to the type of autonomy
method. Please refer to (Hastie et al., 2017a) for
further details of the MIRIAM system.
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MIRIAM: The Multimodal Interface

MIRIAM, (Multimodal Intelligent inteRactIon for
Autonomous systeMs), as seen in Figure 1, allows
for ‘on-demand’ queries for status and explanations of behaviour. MIRIAM interfaces with the
Neptune autonomy software provided by SeeByte
Ltd and runs alongside their SeeTrack interface.
MIRIAM uses a rule-based NLP Engine that
contextualises and parses the user’s input for intent, formalising it as a semantic representation.
It is able to process both static and dynamic data,
such as names and mission-specific words. For
example, it is able to reference dynamic objects
such as “auv1”, the particular name given to a vehicle in the mission plan, without the requirement
to hard-code this name into the system. It can han-

Method of Explanation Generation

As mentioned above, types of explanations investigated here include why (to provide a trace or reasoning) and why not (to elaborate on the system’s
control method or autonomy strategy), a subset of
those described in (Gregor and Benbasat, 1999).
Lim et al. (2009) show that both these explanations
increase understanding and, therefore, are important with regards the user’s mental model. We
adopt here the ‘speak-aloud’ method whereby an
expert provides rationalisation of the autonomous
behaviours while watching videos of missions on
the SeeTrack software. This has the advantage
of being agnostic to the method of autonomy and
could be used to describe rule-based autonomous
behaviours but also complex deep learning models. Similar human-provided rationalisation has

been used to generate explanations of deep neural
models for game play (Harrison et al., 2017).
The interpretable model of autonomy derived
from the expert is partially shown in Figure 2. If a
why request is made, the decision tree is checked
against the current mission status and history and
the possible reasons are determined, along with a
confidence value based on the information available at that point in the mission1 .
Whilst our explanation generation decides the
content of the NLG output, the surface representations of the explanations are generated using template-based Natural Language Generation
(NLG). Templates were picked over statistical surface realisation techniques (e.g. Dethlefs et al.
(2014)) due to the fact that the end-user/customer
prefers to avoid the variability that comes with statistical methods- these end-users/customers being
e.g. the military and operators/technicians in the
energy sector. In these domains, vocabulary and
standard operating procedures lend themselves to
the types of formulaic utterances that templatebased systems afford.
The rationalisation of the autonomous behaviours into an intermediate interpretable model,
as shown in Figure 2, assists with the uncertainty
that remote autonomous systems entail. In our
case, communications in the underwater domain
are limited and often unreliable. The data received from the vehicles is used to steadily build
a knowledge base and generate explanations ondemand. Furthermore, this rationalisation distances the reasoning from the low-level design of
the autonomous vehicles to focus on what actually
happens during a mission and allows for explanations in broader, high-level terms.

5

Soundness vs Completeness

As mentioned in the Introduction, Kulesza et al.
(2013) explore how the level of soundness and
completeness changes how explanations affect the
user’s mental model, as well as whether the user
thinks that it was “worth it” to read the explanation. We adopt Kulesza’s terminology here and
similarly investigate this trade-off between soundness and completeness. For our domain, an agent
that explains the autonomous system using a simpler model reduces soundness (i.e. the top layer
1

above 80% (high), 80% to 40% (medium) and below
40% (low) - levels were determined in consultation with the
expert

of the decision tree, above the line in Figure 2).
In this case, the agent provides more general explanations with fewer details that may be easier to
digest but may be too broad (see top left of Figure
3).

Figure 3: The three types of explanations used in
the system, modified from Kulesza et al. (2013):
Low Soundness High Completeness (LSHC),
High Soundness High Completeness (HH) and
High Soundness Low Completeness (HSLC).
High soundness here means that the explanation
is taken from the the leaves of the decision tree,
thus producing a focused and detailed explanation
in Figure 2. An agent with high soundness that
gives only one reason, reducing completeness but
providing a more concise response, may be viewed
as too focused (see bottom right Figure 3)2 . Combining both high soundness and high completeness
may result in too complex an explanation (see top
right of Figure 3). We did not include a condition with low soundness and low completeness because it would omit too much data to be relevant
or useful in our domain. We investigate these three
combinations of varying soundness/completeness
and measure their effect on Trust, User Satisfaction and a “worth it” score but primarily the evaluation study focuses on the effect on the user’s mental model.
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Evaluation Method

The experiment was a between-subjects experiment with three conditions, examples of which are
given in Table 1. Specifically:
1. C1(HiSoundHiComp):
High Soundness,
High Completeness - multiple explanations,
2

the one explanation that is presented is the one with the
highest confidence at that time -if tied, an ordering that was
recommended by the expert is applied

each explaining all of the autonomy model in
detail;
2. C2(HiSoundLoComp): High Soundness,
Low Completeness - one detailed explanation
that explains all of the autonomy model;
3. C3(LoSoundHiComp):
Low Soundness,
High Completeness - multiple explanations
each explaining just the top layer of the autonomy model.
6.1

Experimental Set-up

The experiment consisted of an on-line questionnaire with a pre-questionnaire to gather demographic data and two questions regarding the
subjects’ pre-existing mental model with regards
AUVs: “I have a good understanding of how
AUVs work” (Pre-MM-Q1) and “I have a good
understanding of what AUVs can do” (Pre-MMQ2). We were initially looking to investigate trust
and so the users were asked to fill out a propensity to trust questionnaire (Rotter, 1967). After the
pre-questionnaire, the participants watched 3 scenario videos. After each video, they answered 4
questions regarding the quality of the explanations
(US-Q1-4). These questions were modified from
the PARADISE-style questionnaire (Walker et al.,
1997) for interactive systems and summed to create a User Satisfaction score. In addition, the participants were asked one question on whether the
explanations were “worth it” and two questions on
their post-explanation mental model (MM-Q1/2).
All questions were on a Likert scale with 7 values:
from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).
1. US-Q1: The system chat responses were easy
to understand.
2. US-Q2: The system explanations were easy
to understand.
3. US-Q3: The system explanations were useful.
4. US-Q4: The system explanations were as expected.
5. “Worth it” question: It would be worth reading the explanations to understand how the
system is behaving.
6. MM-Q1: The system explanations in this
video help me to increase my understanding
of how AUVs work.

7. MM-Q2: The system explanations in this
video help me to increase my understanding
of what the AUVs were doing.
The mental model questions aim to capture
two different dimensions of the user’s mental
model (Johnson-Laird, 1980): structurally so how
AUVs work (MM-Q1) and functionally so what
the AUVs were doing (MM-Q2). We will also refer to the mean of these two scores as the general
mental model score, MM-G. After watching the 3
scenarios, a final questionnaire was administrated,
which asked about trust and derived a general trust
score using the Schaefer scale (Schaefer, 2013).
6.2

The Scenarios

There were three conditions, as discussed above,
and for each condition the same three scenario
videos were watched by the participants in the
same order. Each video showed a mission as reflected in Figure 1 showing the same AUV mission
but the text chat running alongside the mission varied depending on the condition. For example, the
operator is able to observe in the SeeTrack interface that the vehicle has not done a GPS fix for
some time. The operator in the video asks why it
is not doing a GPS fix and the answer explains the
relevant constraints on the vehicle, as captured in
the interpretable autonomy model shown in Figure
2. The different scenarios and the questions are as
follows:
1. Scenario 1: a why question about an event
“Why is the vehicle spiralling down?”. The
system would answer with a few reasons
(or only one if completeness was low) with
medium confidence. The user would then repeat the question after some time and the system would give a concrete answer with high
confidence. See Table 1 for the dialogue for
this scenario. Note that in this scenario, the
ranking of the most likely reasons does not
change during the mission.
2. Scenario 2: a why question about an event
“Why is the vehicle spiralling up?”. Similar to Scenario 1 but, in this case, the most
likely reason changes in the second answer.
This scenario explores how not having all
the information (low completeness) affects
the user’s mental model because the first system’s response does not give all possible reasons for the event.

C1 (HiSoundHiComp)
User: Why is the vehicle spiralling up?
System: This could be due to
the following reasons:
- The vehicle is doing a GPS
fix at the start of Survey0 to
improve the quality of the data
gathered (medium confidence)
- The vehicle is transiting to its
safe plane depth (5m) (medium
confidence)
System:
The vehicle has
reached Survey0
User: Can you confirm now
why the vehicle is spiralling up?
System: Yes, the vehicle is doing a GPS fix at the start of Survey0 to improve the quality of
the data gathered (high confidence)

C2 (HiSoundLoComp)
User: Why is the vehicle spiralling up?
System: The vehicle is doing
a GPS fix at the start of Survey0 to improve the quality of
the data gathered (medium confidence)

C3 (LoSoundHiComp)
User: Why is the vehicle spiralling up?
System: This could be due to
the following reasons:
- The vehicle is doing a GPS fix
(medium confidence)
- The vehicle is transiting to its
safe plane depth (medium confidence)

System:
The vehicle has
reached Survey0
User: Can you confirm now
why the vehicle is spiralling up?
System: Yes, the vehicle is doing a GPS fix at the start of Survey0 to improve the quality of
the data gathered (high confidence)

System:
The vehicle has
reached Survey0
User: Can you confirm now
why the vehicle is spiralling up?
System: Yes, the vehicle is doing a GPS fix (high confidence)

Table 1: Example dialogue from Scenario 1 showing varying levels of soundness and completeness for
a why question.
3. Scenario 3: a why not question “Why is
the vehicle not doing Target0?”. The system would compute a reason explaining the
procedures of the vehicle in that situation.
This scenario investigates how simple explanations (low soundness) about the vehicle’s
control strategies impact the user’s mental
model compared to more detailed explanations.
6.3

Participant Group

There were 21 participants (18 male and 3 female3 ). The 21 participants were distributed
evenly across the conditions (7 in each). Participation was voluntary and remuneration was by a
chance to win one of three £20 Amazon vouchers.
The majority of participants were between 25-35
years old, educated to undergraduate, masters degree or PhD level and all worked in the field of
software for AUVs, and include roles such as operators and development and software engineers.
For this study, it was important to get users
of approximately the same prior mental model
of AUVs. Therefore, participants were recruited
3

reflecting current gender proportions of employees in the engineering and technology sector, see
https://www.theiet.org [accessed May 2018]

from a pool of experts in AUVs from industry
and academia. This allowed us to design the
experiment at a certain level that did not require
pre-training of subjects to get to the same expert
level. Indeed, the pre-test scores reflect a high selfperceived ability within the participant group with
regards their understanding of how AUVs work
(Pre-MM-Q1 with mean/mode/median/stdev:
6.2/7/6/1) and what AUVs can do (Pre-MM-Q2:
mean/mode/median/stdev 6.3/6/6/0.6). This approach, however, has the disadvantage of a small
pool of users and results in an uneven gender
balance. Note that expert levels were evenly
spread between conditions.
6.4

Results

Table 2 gives results from the evaluation and
shows that C3(LoSoundHiComp) results in higher
User Satisfaction scores, “worth it” question and
mental model scores. C1(HiSoundHiComp) has
the highest level of user trust using the questionnaire from (Schaefer, 2013) with C2 (HiSoundLoComp) having the lowest level of trust, which we
discuss below. As indicated in the table, only the
mental model questions were found to be statistically significant.

Human-Robot Trust
User Satisfaction
“Worth It” score
MM-Q1 for how work?
MM-Q2 for what doing?
MM-G for general MM

C1
(HiSoundHiComp)
Mean
SD
Median Mode
76.73% 6.2%
79.29% N/A
5.56
0.695
6
6
5.76
0.937
6
6
5.05
1.02
5
5
5.57
1.03
6
6
5.31
0.96
5.5
5

C2
(HiSoundLoComp)
Mean
SD
Median Mode
68.37% 13.5%
74.29% N/A
5.51
0.615
6
6
5.62
0.911
6
6
4.81
1.44
5
5
5.19
1.33
5
5
5
1.28
5
6

C3
(LoSoundHiComp)
Mean
SD
Median Mode
72.04% 13.8%
70.00% N/A
6.06
0.693
6
7
6.24
0.81
6
6
5.57*
1.66
6
6
6.14*
1.11
6
6
5.86*
1.23
6
6

Table 2: Overall descriptive statistics reporting Mean, SD, Median, and Mode. As described in the text,
Human-Robot Trust is a score out of 100%. Scales were on a 7 point Likert Scale. User Satisfaction is a
scale derived from the average of 4 Likert items. “Worth It” score, MM-Q1 and MM-Q2 are from single
Likert scale items. MM-G for general MM is the average of the MM-Q1 and MM-Q2 per participant.
N/A for some modes indicates there were no repeated values in that section of the data. We show
modes mainly to help describe the sections of the data derived directly from Likert items, i.e. ordinal,
but included them across all the data for completeness. These descriptive statistics are for the data
aggregated across scenarios within each condition. The * symbols indicate the means of those conditions’
distributions which were statistically significantly higher than those of the other two conditions by post
hoc Mann-Whitney-U tests following Kruskal-Wallis tests for non-parametric data (p < .05) (see text).
Specifically, a Kruskal-Wallis test4 found a statistically significant effect for these 3 dependant
variables across conditions p < .05 with χ2 =
9.3051 for MM-Q1; χ2 = 9.6836 for MM-Q2, χ2
= 17.846 for MM-G rejecting the null hypothesis
“there is no difference in the participant’s mental model scores between the conditions”. Posthoc Mann-Whitney-U one-tailed tests using Bonferroni’s correction were able to show that C3
was significantly higher than the other two conditions for all three mental models scores at the 95%
confidence level. C1 whilst higher than C2 was
not significantly so (although there was a trend
p = .02)5 .
We have also investigated how mental model
scores vary across the scenarios during the experiment. We can see from Figure 4 that although C2(HiSoundLoComp) has significantly
4

A Kruskal-Wallis test was used as MM-Q1/2 are nonparametric and MM-G was shown to be non-normally distributed via a KS Test
5
p < .0167 for significance taking into account Bonferroni’s correction

lower scores than C3(LoSoundHiComp), the
user’s mental model of how the system works
(MM-Q1) builds over time, whereas in conditions
C1(HiSoundHiComp) and C3(LoSoundHiComp),
it remains steady for the first two scenarios
with C2(HiSoundLoComp) actually ending up the
highest score by the end of the experiment.
The graph on the bottom of Figure 4 reflects
the user’s mental model of what the vehicle is
doing, which varies from scenario to scenario
across conditions. As discussed in Section 6.1,
there is a change in confidence in the explanation given in Scenario 2. The system predicts the AUV’s action as normal for the first
user query, yet in the second query, the system has more data and recomputes the most
likely reason, which varies from the one originally presented. Perhaps unsurprisingly, this has
a bigger impact on C2(HiSoundLoComp) than on
C1(HiSoundHiComp) or C3(LoSoundHiComp)
because in those last two conditions, all possible reasons are given so there is less of a surprise compared to the system seemingly ‘chang-

ing its mind’ completely. This may also account
for the lower general lack of trust for the vehicle
in C2(HiSoundLoComp), as indicated in Table 2.

Figure 4: Mean mental model scores across scenarios: C1(HH)–High Soundness High Completeness, C2(HSLC)–High Soundness Low Completeness and C3(LSHC)–Low Soundness High Completeness. S1 to 3: Scenarios 1 to 3.
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Discussion and Future Work

Kulesza et al. (2013) found that high soundness,
high completeness (HiSoundHiComp) explanations performed the best6 . They found that completeness was linked to better understanding of
how the system worked and the highest average
mental model scores. They also found that explanations with low completeness resulted in flawed
mental models. This is similar to our study where
the only condition with low completeness seemed
6
although no statistical tests were performed due to the
low number of subjects

to result in confusion as reflected by significantly
lower mental model scores.
In our study, high completeness (i.e. giving all
the reasons) is the consistent factor that is important for understanding how a system works.
However, further investigation is needed to explore the effects of the mental model over longer
missions and across missions and to see how the
mental models build up in the various conditions,
as suggested from Figure 4 where low completeness might be an appropriate presentation method
if there is less urgency.
For understanding specific behaviours, i.e. what
the system is doing, a high level of completeness
is important, however a high level of soundness
is not necessary (i.e. the reasons don’t have to
have a lot of detail). In fact, users have a clearer
mental model if broader explanations with less details are used with C3(LoSoundHiComp) being
statistically higher than the high soundness condition C1(HiSoundHiComp). The difference between our study and that of Kulesza et al. (2013)
is that in our study the population have a high degree of pre-existing knowledge and therefore the
high soundness may be redundant or even cause
frustration or extra cognitive load (Lopes et al.,
2018). In addition, according to (Gregor and Benbasat, 1999; Kulesza et al., 2013), “users will not
expend effort to find explanations unless the expected benefit outweighs the mental effort”. Thus,
the system explanations with high soundness, high
completeness (HiSoundHiComp) may be too convoluted or distracting in an already complex domain. Our results seem to reflect this trend as
well with the “worth it” score, which is highest for
C3(LoSoundHiComp). Investigating the cognitive
load of processing these various types of explanations is part of future work.
In summary, we present here a method for monitoring and explaining behaviours of remote autonomous systems, which is agnostic to the autonomy model. The positive results from this
study suggest that this method produces explanations that build on pre-existing mental models
and improves users’ understanding of how the systems work and why they are doing certain behaviours. This method, along with recommendations for how explanations should be presented to
the user, informs design decisions for interfaces to
manage remote autonomous vehicles, as well as
explainable autonomy/AI in general.
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